
Determinants of Wage Discrimination
Gift Exchange with Migrant Workers and Students in China

Does the heterogeneity in China lead to wage discrimination? Based on the previous studies, we expect 
discrimination along three dimensions. But are they active at the same time?

Economically (H1): Average wage in home province should be positively correlated with wages in the lab

Ethnically (H2): Ethnical diversity in home province should be negatively correlated with wages in the lab

Geographically(H3):   Having the same home province should be positively  correlated with wages in the lab
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Economically: Huge economic growth since 1979; provinces benefited differently from reforms (time, extent) 

Ethnically: 55 officially acknowledged ethnic minorities; majority belongs to the group of Han Chinese (91.1%).

Geographically: 9.6 million square kilometers (4th largest country); separated into 22 provinces, 5 autonomous 
regions and 4 self- governed cities; provinces and regions clearly define in- and out-groups

Median wages differ a lot between
provinces. In line with our hypotheses
differences in wages are driven by the
economic, ethnical, and geographical
characteristics of the employees’ home
provinces. Results remain robust to
controls for other characteristics.
We show that different channels of
discrimination are active at the same
time.
Interestingly, being matched with migrant
workers or fellow students does not
change the discrimination pattern.

Key Findings:

In our study we combine data from
controlled lab experiments with field
data. The lab experiments provide
wages and the field data provide
characteristics of the provinces

Lab Experiments: gift-exchange game;
student employers set wage for matched
employees; employees were either
migrant workers (N=98) or fellow
students (N=380); wage decision with
strategy method; wages are conditional
on the home province of the employees.

Field Data: China Province Population
Census Data 2010 (China Data Center
at the University of Michigan); Statistical
Year Book 2010 (National Bureau of
Statistics of China).

Design & Methods:

Research Question & Hypotheses:

Results:

China – a heterogeneous and segmented society 


